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In recent times, data analytics has become a driving force in success of
many businesses as they provide deep insights that help in efficient
decision-making. With the continuous growth of data resulting in Big data,
new tools than can help in extracting patterns in an automated manner has
become the industry needs. Microsoft power BI offers online services that
helps in visualizing data, share discoveries and collaborate in an intuitive
way. Further, from power BI one can interface with Microsoft Azure machine
learning, which is a simple, scalable, cutting edge fully managed cloud
service, facilitating automated analysis of Big data on cloud. This workshop
equips researchers, young professionals and students with a firsthand
experience on innovative Microsoft technologies for mining Big data.

About the Speaker
Shri. Aravindan has 16 years of IT experience including 11 years with
Microsoft. Aravindan has a proven track record of setting up, leading and
managing highly efficient teams. Aravindan has made a significant impact on
Microsoft’s data driven culture using his exceptional interpersonal and
communication skills. As a Power BI evangelist, Aravindan’s passion to use
data to provide business insights that has enlightened many IT and non-IT
users, has done various presentations, trainings and demos within and outside
of Microsoft. Aravindan is flanked by three management degrees Masters in
Hospital Management, Masters in Marketing Management and Senior
Management program from IIM-Kolkata.

